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Introduction
Agenesis	 of	 the	 internal	 carotid	 artery	 (ICA)	 is	 defined	 as	 the	
failure in the development of this structure and the complete 
absence	 of	 the	 carotid	 canal.	 It	 is	 considered	 a	 rare	 anomaly,	
with	an	 incidence	 lower	than	0.01%	[1-3],	usually	presented	as	
unilateral	involvement,	predominantly	on	the	left	side	(3/1)	and	
exceptionally	 presented	bilaterally,	 there	 are	 currently	only	 26	
documented cases of bilateral agenesis worldwide in literature 
[2,3].	In	most	cases	patients	remain	asymptomatic	for	long	periods	
of	 time	 due	 to	 the	 development	 of	 compensatory	 collateral	
circulation	 through	 the	 circle	 of	Willis	 or	 persistent	 embryonic	
arteries,	which	can	be	sufficient	to	maintain	cerebral	perfusion,	
without	ruling	out	possible	limitations	and	complications	of	this	
adaptation	of	the	vascular	system	[1].	The	first	documented	case	
was	described	by	Tode	in	1787	after	performing	a	necropsy,	and	
the	first	diagnosis	"in vivo"	was	conducted	by	Verbiest	 in	1954	
through	cerebral	arteriography	[2].

The	diagnosis	is	primarily	made	incidentally	during	a	radiological	
examination	by	other	causes,	for	example,	after	a	cerebrovascular	
event such as a subarachnoid hemorrhage subsequent to the 
rupture	of	 an	aneurisma	 [3].	 The	etiology	of	 the	abnormalities	
of	 the	 internal	carotid	artery	 is	controversial,	 in	general	 terms,	
among the causes of these changes are considered abnormal 
embryological	development	and	 loss	of	elasticity	of	the	vessels	
with	 age,	 and	 however	 major	 alterations	 and	 those	 found	 in	
children	are	attributed	to	congenital	malformation	[4].

The	aim	of	this	publication	is	to	present	the	first	reported	case	
of	this	entity	in	Honduras	and	one	of	the	few	reported	in	World	
scientific	 literature,	 diagnosed	 incidentally	 on	 brain	 radiologic	
evaluation	with	secondary	posttraumatic	seizures.

Case Report
Male	patient	5	years	old	 from	a	rural	area	of	 		Honduras,	with	a	
history	of	having	suffered	trauma	in	the	frontal	region	of	the	skull,	
secondary	to	blunt	blow	by	precipitation	of	a	different	plane	lift	
of	 approximately	 1	meter	 high,	 without	 loss	 of	 consciousness,	
and	 intense	 holocraneal	 headache;	 without	 medical	 attention	
for	 it,	 coming	 two	 days	 later	 to	 a	 private	medical	 clinic	with	 a	
38ᵒC	 fever	 diagnosed	with	 right	middle	 ear	 infections,	 treated	
with	 first-generation	 cephalosporin	 (cefadroxil)	 and	 analgesic	
(paracetamol),	 being	 evaluated	 again	 the	 following	 2	 days	 by	
clonical	 tonic	 generalized	 seizures	 lasting	 from	 two	 to	 three	
minutes,	 with	 oculogyration,	 salivation,	 cyanosis,	 loss	 of	
consciousness	 (there	 were	 no	 personal	 or	 family	 history	 of	
epilepsy),	 being	 referred	 to	 pediatric	 emergency	 services	 of	
the	 Hospital	 School	 University	 (Hospital	 Escuela	 Universitario)	
located	in	the	capital	city,	Tegucigalpa.	The	patient	was	admitted	
with	a	diagnosis	of	traumatic	brain	 injury	(TBI)	opened	by	right	
hemotympanum	and	 secondary	 convulsive	 syndrome,	Glasgow	
coma scale of	 10	 points.	 Interconsultation	with	 otolaryngology	
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service	 was	 performed,	 extracting	 foreign	 body	 (bean	 seed)	
from	 the	 ear,	 thus	 discarding	 hemotympanum.	 The	 patient	
again	 presented	 seizures	 with	 similar	 characteristics,	 treated	
with	 phenytoin	 and	 diazepam.	 Pediatric	 neurosurgery	 service	
asked	 for	 computerized	 brain	 tomography	 (CT),	 which	 showed	
a	dilated	interpeduncular	cerebral	cistern,	hyperintense	nodular	
image	on	the	left	side	and	normal	bone	structures.	Thus,	angio	
magnetic	 resonance	 was	 requested,	 reporting:	 hyper	 intense	
nodular	 cortical	 areas	 in	 T2	 and	 Flair	 compatible	with	 areas	of	
bilateral	occipital	bruising,	no	reflux	of	 internal	carotid	arteries,	
engorgement	 and	flexibility	 of	 vertebral	 and	basilar	 arteries	 as	
well as the posterior communicants, giving a diagnosis of bilateral 
agenesis	 of	 the	 internal	 carotid	 arteries.	 The	 patient	 showed	
improvement	in	clinical	symptoms	only	with	phenytoin	and	was	
discharged	 on	 the	 seventh	 day,	 now	 in	 semi-annual	 follow-up	
for	2	years	from	the	service	of	pediatric	neurology,	treated	with	
amitriptyline	 and	phenytoin	orally,	with	no	 recurrence	of	 post-
traumatic	seizures	(Figures 1 and 2).

Discussion
The	 circle	 of	 Willis	 is	 a	 vascular	 system	 that	 provides	 the	
cerebral	 blood	 circulation	 which	 is	 divided	 into	 anterior	 and	
posterior	 circulation;	 the	 first	 provided	 by	 the	 internal	 carotid	
arteries	which	 provide	 the	 highest	 blood	 flow	 and	 the	 second	
by	the	vertebral	arteries;	This	vascular	circuit	 interconnects	the	
supraclinoid	portion	of	both	internal	carotid,	horizontal	segment	
of	the	anterior	cerebral	arteries	and	the	horizontal	segment	of	the	
posterior	cerebral	arteries	 through	the	anterior	communicating	
and	 posterior	 communicating	 arteries	 respectively,	 introducing	
variations	 in	 their	normal	anatomy	 in	up	to	60%	of	cases	 [5,6].	
Embryonic	 development	 of	 the	 internal	 carotid	 artery	 (ICA)	 is	
defined	in	its	caudal	portion	by	third	gill	arch	and	cranial	portion	
by	 the	 dorsal	 aorta,	 then	 between	 the	 third	 and	 fifth	 week	

of	 embryonic	 development	 a	 handle	 is	 formed.	 This	 handle	
connects these segments and completes its development for the 
sixth	week.

Alterations	 in	 the	 development	 of	 internal	 carotid	 artery	 are	
extremely	 rare,	 they	 can	 have	 variations	 in	 their	 morphology,	
such	 as	 curliness	 or	 tortuosity	which	mainly	 affect	 the	 cervical	
portion	or	major	congenital	anomalies	 such	as	agenesis;	which	
corresponds	to	the	complete	lack	of	development	of	the	structure,	
aplasia; which it refers to the absence of development, but its 
predecessor	 did	 exist	 and	 hypoplasia	 incomplete	 development	
[4,7]	when	these	occur	usually	unilateral	and	three	times	more	
common	in	left	side.

Within	 these	 anomalies	 the	 postulated	 causes	 for	 unilateral	
absence	 of	 the	 internal	 carotid	 artery	 have	 been	 focused	 on	
mechanical	 and	 hemodynamic	 stress	 in	 the	 embryonic	 stage,	
including	defects	related	to	the	exaggerated	folding	of	the	embryo	
to	one	side	and	amniotic	band	constriction.	So	far,	no	explanation	
for	a	bilateral	absence	is	known	but	it	is	related	to	more	serious	
complications	 [7].	 Although	 in	 our	 case	 a	 serious	 secondary	
complication	 has	 not	 yet	 been	 presented	 or	 demonstrated	
(Figure 3).

Unilateral	 agenesis	 of	 the	 internal	 carotid	 artery	 is	 commonly	
asymptomatic	 under	 normal	 conditions	 due	 to	 the	 fact	 that	 in	
these	 cases	 the	 contralateral	 artery	 supplies	partially	or	 totally	
the	 vascular	 territory	 and	 in	 case	 of	 a	 bilateral	 agenesis	 flow	
is	 compensated	 mostly	 through	 the	 vertebral	 arteries	 [8]	 as	
presented	in	our	case	where	the	absence	of	both	internal	carotid	
arteries is compensated through the vertebral arteries, basilar 
and posterior cerebral arteries, the imaging study	reports	where	
dilation	 is	 observed	 in	 these	 arteries.	 In	 the	 absence	 of	 both	
internal	carotid	arteries,	according	to	image	study	reports,	shows	
an	expansion	of	the	vertebral	arteries,	basilar	and	posterior,	as	a	
compensatory	response	to	the	anomaly.

The	diagnosis	of	this	disorder	is	usually	casual,	since	the	patient	

In	this	axial	image	T-2		you	can		observe		the	absence		of		the		
internal	carotid	arteries,	with	a		basilar	artery	oblique		path	
with moderate  engorgement.

Figure 1

Figure 2  Angio – IRM axial  image  where the lack of  flow is observed  in the  internal carotid  arteries  with marked engorge-
ment  of posterior communicating  arteries providing  flow to  the middle  and  anterior cerebral arteries.Angio	–	IRM	axial		image		where	the	lack	of		flow	is	observed		

in	the		internal	carotid		arteries		with	marked	engorgement		
of	posterior	communicating		arteries	providing		flow	to		the	
middle  and  anterior cerebral arteries.

Figure 2
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injury,	part	of	the	diagnosis	process	of	these	patients	are	imaging	
studies in which agenesis of one or both ICA is diagnosed and 
in	 many	 cases	 there	 is	 no	 relationship	 with	 the	 symptoms	
mentioned	 before.	 In	 the	 case	 we	 are	 reporting	 the	 patient	
comes	 for	 repetitive	 seizures	 secondary	 to	a	 trauma	and	as	an	
incidental	 finding	 the	 diagnosis	 of	 bilateral	 carotid	 agenesis	 is	
given,	without	knowing	whether	this	or	the	trauma	are	the	cause	
of	the	pathology.

Imaging	studies	used	for	diagnosis	of	this	anomaly	are:	cerebral	
angio-tomography,	computed	axial	tomography,	magnetic	angio-
resonance	and	cerebral	3-D	angio-resonance	which	allows	 fully	
evaluating	 all	 structures	 of	 the	 cerebral	 vascular	 system	 and	
thus	not	overlooking	other	findings	such	as	aneurysms.	In	these	
studies	alterations	in	the	caliber	of	the	arteries	can	be	observed,	
abnormal	vascular	communications,	evidence	of	hemiatrophy	in	
the	affected	side	of	the	brain	and	even	the	absence	or	decrease	
in	the	size	of	the	carotid	canal	at	the	cranial	base	[9,10].	In	our	
case	the	definitive	diagnosis	was	by	magnetic	angio-resonance,	
after	helical	computed	tomographic	findings	being	inconclusive.

Agenesis	of	 the	 internal	 carotid,	being	a	 rare	anomaly	without	
specific	 symptoms	 can	 be	 overlooked	 in	most	 cases	 but	when	
this	occurs,	an	 incidental	finding	usually	happens;	this	can	 lead	
to	the	development	of	severe	complications	such	as:	aneurysms	
and	 strokes	 that	 lead	 to	 a	 followed	 up	 by	 brain	 magnetic	
resonance	 angiography	periodically	 in	 order	 to	 reduce	 the	 risk	
of	future	complications	and	timely	treat	those	secondary	surgical	
pathologies	to	this	malformation.

Figure 3 Angio - IRM sagittal plane image where the vertebral arteries are shown with basilar increased in flow 
with anterior blood circulation filled by subsequent communicative arteries.Angio	-	IRM	sagittal	plane	image	where	the	vertebral	arteries	

are	shown	with	basilar	increased	in	flow	with	anterior	blood	
circulation	filled	by	subsequent	communicative	arteries.

Figure 3

consults	for	symptoms	such	as	headache,	blurred	vision,	paralysis	
of	 some	 cranial	 nerves,	 epilepsy,	 hemiparesis,	 Bernard-Horner	
syndrome	 and	 even	 as	 an	 incidental	 finding	 in	 traumatic	 brain	
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